GoIqVs achievements in the theory of functional equations. 
, [1970.4] , [1970.6], [1971.2] ), or as a tool of handling problems arising from other sources, mainly from geometry and algebra. And this is just why many papers by Professor Gol^b appealr in this article as well as in that on his achievements in geometry; for making an essential contribution to functional equations, at the same time he would reach a significant result in geometry or another field of mathematics.
Most papers (in the sequel the word "papers" will refer to those papers by Professor Gol^b which are connected with functional equations) are devoted to problems in the theory of geometric objects. The problem of determination od objects leads to the functional equation (the translation equation)
where the variables x and u, v, as well as the values of the unknown function f, may lie in various sets and the multuplication vu is a suitable (usually, but not always, group) operation. Many particular cases of equation (1) 
M.Kuczma
This result arouse a wider interest and 1 found an application in the probability theory (bf w[l956.j] ). In [_-1937.3] and [1937.4] .the author defines axiomatically the conjugate of complex resp. hypercomplex numbers.This problem leads him to the Cauchy equations. Finally, in [1971.2J a special structure-, called flock, is considered; one of the axioms has a form of a sort of associativity equation, which is solved in the paper.
"Further functional equations appear J.n [l932.5] (equation of homogeneous functions) and in Ql956.l] in connection with the problem when the ~6 in the mean-value theorem is a homogeneous function of the ends of the interval. Now I would like to discuss the four papers of Professor Gol^b which -in my opinion -are particularly important for the theory of functional equations.
In paper [1938.10 ] the translation equation (1) is solved for functions f: I" [r\{o}] (where I is an interval) of class G^j. This is the first attempt to solve this equation under rather weak regularity assumptions. The problem proved extremely difficult and the solution obtained was very complicated. The result was then used in many subsequent papers. And although equation (1) was later solved under still weaker conditions (by J. Aczel, L. Kalmar and J.Mikusinski, by Z. Moszner, and by his pupils: S. Midura. T. Tabor, A.Krupinska), S. Gol^b's paper had been the first step in this direction making a decisive, immense progress in comparison with the previous analiticity assumptions.
It is perhaps worth while to mention that in the same paper the author solved also the equation (in a single variable)
for ju of class C^.
Paper ["1958.5 ] (written ¿jointly with M.Kucharzewski) arose from a problem in geometric objects. The equation dealt with is
M.Kuczma Equation (6) was dealt with by S. Golqb and L. Losonczi in [1965.5] and [1966.4] .
Of coarse, monograph [b.15] is a classical reference both in the theory of geometric objects and that of functional equations.
Finally I would like to stress one more important merit of Professor Golqb for the theory of functional equations. He may be considered as the father of the Polish school of functional equations. All Polish mathematicians working in the theory of functional equations are -directly or indirectlypupils of Professor Gol^b. Most of the doctoral dissertations written in Poland on the subject of functional equations were written under his supervision; and for most of the others he was a referee. Courses and lectures given by Professor Golqb on the subject of functional equations arose in many a listener an interest in this discipline. And his inspiring discussions and helpful criticism have had a vital significance for the research of many adepts of this theory, here and abroad. And for all these reasons, to-day -on Professor Gold's 70^ anniversary -all the adherents of functional equations bring him their homage.
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